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THE pre-university
study centre
EXPERIENCE

VISION
To be a leader in providing a first
class, well-rounded holistic education
in a stimumating learning enviroment

APPLY &
ENROLL

MISSION
St. John’s International Schools’ Pre-University Study Centre
strives to inspire ever y student with the fortitude to grow and
become respected and trusted leaders of the community by
accomplishing academic, personal and social goals founded on
the holism of faith, knowledge, thinking, creativity and excellence
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ORIENTATION

STUDIES
COMMENCE

Academics &
Extra Curricular Activites

Let’s ignite the
experience

WHERE DO I START?

WHAT WILL I DO?

SUCCESS PLANNER

ARTICLE & THESIS?

EXPERTS, LET’S
PICK SOME BRAIN

HOLISTIC EXPERIENCE

How to apply for Unis with
our year long Unis
application programme

Semester-long academic
writting classes

EXAMS!

Prepare with our
exam clinics &
seminars

Take our career &
personality tests

Let’s give our minds
structure

Talks & seminars by
practitioners & experts

LEADERS OF THE FUTURE
Pre-University Study Centre
leadership camp

Exclusive A Level
fitness trainer

LET’S EXPLORE!

Industr y and academic
tour visits,
large-scale excursions

GRADUATION!

OUR STORY
At St. John’s International School, we prepare for the General Certificate of Education (GCE) Advanced Level qualification through examinations by the University of
Cambridge International Assesments, and is a part of the University of Cambridge
Local Examinations Syndicate (UCLES) which has developed and promoted qualifications around the world for almost 150 years. The A Level is an internationally
recognised Pre-University Qualification in the world.
The GCE A Level qualification places empahsis on knowledge, understanding,
reasoning abilities and skills. It is on of the most recognized pre-university qualifications in the world and is accepted as proof of academic ability for entr y into
world-class universities in the United Kingdom, USA, Singapore, Germany, Australia,
New Zealand, Canada and Malaysia, to name a few.

WHY PRE-UNIVERSITY
STUDY CENTRE?
AFFORDABLE GCE A LEVEL

We offer competetive school fees for our
A Level programme, with just RM7,500
for minimum of 3 subjects.

PERSONALISED STUDENT
ATTENTION

Our small-scale classes provides the
lecturer and the students more dedicated
time to interact and adhere to personalized learning.

OUR

50% BURSARY FOR LASALLIANS

In collaboration with the De La Salle
Brothers Malaysia, we offer 50% bursary
to all students from La Salle & Convent
schools in Malaysia, 20% for students
whose parents are teaching in any La
Salle schools and 10% for Alumnis

SCHOLARSHIPS

We offer scholarships up to 100% for
SPM & IGCSE students.

8ADVANTAGES

SKILLS AND DEVELOPMENT

Our diverse academic programs such as
university application program and the
IELTS classes coupled with the excursion
and fitness programs will offer the
students the chance to develop beyond
just the classroom.

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
SERVICES

The pre-university student centre works
closely with organizations such as
MABECS, IDP, MACEE and UCAS to offer
students placement assistance in
universities worldwide.

CAREER COUNSELING &
SEMINARS

Our year-long career counselling
department is always on call to assist
students throughout their journey to better
know their strengths and weaknesses and
shed light on a suitable career path. This
is accompanied by the biweekly seminars
and talks by experts and practitioners.

EDUCATIONAL EXCURSIONS

Both small-scale institutional tours and
external workshops coupled with
large-scale excursions spanning over
several days prepare our students with
real world examples of what is lectured
and improve their social bonding and
interactions.

GCE A LEVEL PROGRAMME

GCE A LEVEL PROGRAMME

Course Information & Subjects Offered

Structure of Scholarships

Intake

Januar y, April and September

SPM/IGCSE Results

Scholarships

8As & Above

100%

3 Semesters (18 months)

7As

80%

Entr y Requirements

6As

70%

5As

60%

Course Duration

5 Credits
Including a credit in English and Mathematics for
SPM/IGCSE/GCE-O Level/Equivalent

Subjects Offered
Biology
Chemistr y
Physics
Mathematics

Additional Mathematics
Business Studies
Economics
Accounting

Specialization

Subjects Required

Medicine (MBBS/MD)
Dentistr y

Biology, Chemistr y, Mathematics
/Physics

Pharmacy

Chemistr y, Biology & Mathematics

Actuarial Science

Mathematics, Economics & Further
Mathematics

Accounting

Mathematics, Accounting &
Economics/Business Studies

Business

Mathematics, Economics &
Business Studies

Law

Mathematics, Economics &
Business Studies

Engineering

Physics, Mathematics &
Chemistr y/Further Mathematics

Scholarship Information
1. Minimum of 200 hours community work
2. Participate actively in extracurricular activities
3. Must maintain minimum 80% class attendance and 3Bs OR
70% score ever y semester with active participation

Study Route
School

Pre-University

University

SPM/IGCSE/
GCE-O Level/
Equivelant

A-Level
STPM
IB
AUSMAT/SAM
CPU/CIMP
Foundations
Matriculations

Bachelors
Degree

IELTS

Success Planner

International English Language Test System

Exam Preparation Stratergies

The IELTS exam is accepted by immigration authorities and continues to
play an important role in using language assessment as a mean to
control migration numbers. Moreover, the significance of this English
testing system for non-native speakers in university applications cannot

Success
Planner

be underrated. Thus, recognizing this, the SJIS Pre-University Centre

Preparing for an exam can be a stressful time for a student. This

has teamed up with the Direct English programme to bring the A-level

programme will give students a strategic methodology to shape their

students a tailored and exclusive year-long IELTS preparation classes in

exam preparation. We will also assess different ways to cope with

parallel with their academic courses. It goes without saying that these

exam anxiety before and during an exam and tips and guidelines on

classes will be synchronized with the academic writing sessions offered

working through different components of an exam

in our university application programme.
Learn how to take a stratergic approach to exam preparation
Create a detailed plan to manage each subject
Learn how to tackle different type of questions whether it be MCQs,
structured or essay questions
Deal with exam stress and ner vousness
Learn what to do before, during and after exams

In collaboration with

Direct English is a
unique English
Language Teaching
provider that enables
students to build confidence and achieve their
goals faster.

UNIVERSITY APPLICATION
PROGRAM
International English Language Test System
Adolescence is considered to be one of the most critical stages of
human development. At this stage adolescents are under pressure to
choose their subjects according to their career choice. Selection of
subjects and career would go hand in hand. Career interest may not be
sufficient to choosing the career. In order to select a career besides
interest, their potential/abilities and opportunities should also be taken
into consideration. In order to help them in such career related
decisions, the SJIS experience offers a complete A to Z approach
starting from success planner, personality and career tests, university
ranking introductions, matching academic fields based on strengths to
academic writings. All of this goes hand in hand with the bimonthly
talks by invited experts, professors and academicians from a wide
array of universities with particular focus on the UK, US, Australian
and European universities.

Our Collaborative Partners:

Affliations:

Success
Planner

scan this qr to follow us
on our facebook page

1300.881.887
+603.2034.1288/1788
LOT 145, JALAN BUKIT NANAS,
50250, KUALA LUMPUR

info@sjis.edu.my
WWW.SJIS.EDU.MY

+603.2034.1588

